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THE NEW ERA FOR LENHAM’S FARMS  
 
The Barrs  
 
 
 
Andrew Barr’s grandfather was one of 
the Scottish farmers who made his 
way South.  He came to Kent in 1896 
and was a tenant farmer in Greenhill 
Farm Egerton. From there he 
eventually moved to East Lenham 
Farm ( 1902)  as a tenant farmer. The 
photograph shows a Lenham farm 
worker ploughing the field with 
horses. Even then, long before 
industrial farming kicked in, the 
landscape was an open one with large 
fields. 
In 1920, his grandfather was able to 
buy the farm and the family have 
been there ever since, now farming in 
the fourth generation.  
 
 
 
The Boyds 
 
 Robert Boyd-Howell’s grandfather, who was also John Arthur’s ( Court Lodge) and William’s 
( Payden Street) grandfather , came to Kent from Scotland in the 1890s as he was a 
“younger son” and the family farm would have gone to his eldest brother. He took on 
various farm tenancies, and by 1912,  he was able to purchase New Shelve Farm. He was 
planning to sell the Manor house to help finance this but his wife stated “Since leaving 
home (Beith) we have moved seven times and I will nay move nay more”. The couple was 
extremely hard-working,  which must explain how they were able to place five of their six 
children into their own farms elsewhere in Kent. Robert Boyd and John Boyd remained in 
Lenham but farmed separately from the late forties onwards.  
Over the years both acquired additional farms in the Lenham area including Court Lodge, 
which they bought from the Allan family who also had come from Scotland. They were able 
to buy a part of Old Shelve, Cobham and West Street to name a few. This was all part of the 
ongoing trend of consolidation as the big got bigger and the small got out!  
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Cobham  
Lord Chilston had sold Cobham Farm to Magdalen College, Oxford. They had tenants there 
who still lived in a very ancient farmhouse. However, the upkeep of this building was too 
expensive, and it was pulled down in the late 1940s. 
The Boyds ran a mixed farm for many years: they had cattle, arable ( mainly wheat and 
barley), sheep and pigs. The dung from the cattle was used as fertilizer. However, people 
from the towns and cities had moved to Lenham and they complained about the smells. 
Little did they know that the London car fumes, and London smog were far more deadly….   
cattle exhausts were a breath of fresh air by comparison! 
 
 
 

Cattle  
 
The Boyds started off with Ayrshire cattle. They are the only dairy breed which originates in 
Britain. It can vary in colour from white to beige and brown , and is still popular today as a 
dairy breed. 
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Another popular breed was the Friesian, which was bred in Holland and can be either black 
and white or brown and white in colour. They were also a dairy breed and are very happy on 

a feed of grass.  
They calve more 
frequently than other 
breeds and so produce 
more calves in their 
lifetime. Therefore, 
animal turnover was 
lower. Male calves 
were popular for veal. 
  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Holstein 
Friesian  
This breed is 
the most 
widespread in 
Europe. It is a 
dual-purpose 
breed, good for 
dairy and for 
beef. However 
the trend in 
recent years 
has been to 
specialise 
either on beef 
or dairy.  
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From Pig to Bacon  
Pigs were always part of mixed farming in Lenham. On Pivington Farm ( Hubbards Hill),  pigs 
were kept in the traditional way under trees, where the animals  could forage. There also 
were several farms which specialised in pig farming in Lenham Heath.  
The most popular breeds were  
   
 
 
 
 
The Large White  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
The Saddleback  
 
 
 
 
 

 
There had been  a Co-Op  bacon factory in Lenham near the station in the 1920s. The 
railway siding at Lenham station made transport to places like London easy. However, pig 
farming in Lenham had a real boost when the Bristol company, Spear Brothers & Clark Ltd 
arrived in 1937 and took over the Grant buildings at the station.  The company had a long 
tradition spanning several generations in Bristol. They were famous for their 
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                    bacon                                               and                                          sausages       
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The foreman on site was Bill Hollis , Avice Harms’ father,  who had worked for the company 
in Bristol. For Lenham farmers and the pigs, the presence of the factory made life much 
easier,  as there were no long transports involved and the place of sale was more or less 
directly at the farm. The foreman visited the local farms and, unlike today, the ‘origin’ of a 
piece of bacon was not a mystery. Unigate bought the company in 1973, was sold twice in 
the following years,  but ceased trading in 1975.  

 
Farming was the Lenham Way of Life 
 

In addition to the large 
farms, there were 
many smallholdings. 
Some years ago, former 
Lenham Heath resident 
Sidney John 
Tappenden, who was 
then 76, produced a 
map, which gives us a 
good insight into the 
farming community of 
Lenham Heath in the 

early 20th century. He records many apple and cherry orchards. He also notes that ‘most 
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holdings kept 1 horse, chicken, ducks, geese, guinea fowl and a few sheep and a pig’.  

 
 And where cars dominate the picture today, it was sheep in days gone by 
 

Lenham’s basket of plenty 
 
 

Morello cherries grew in almost every 
garden and even in hedgerows. They were 
picked in peck baskets ( Kibsey Baskets)  
and taken to the Grants Morello Cherry 
Brandy Factory near Lenham Station.1 
Most of the heath had a few trees, even in 
the hedges. Near Lenham Station was also 
a basket-making workshop. Baskets were 
made to serve all sorts of uses. The 
natural material , willow was easily 
sourced along the Stour. It was light-
weight  and was eventually replaced by 
plastic.  
 
 

 
1 See our article here: 
https://www.heritagelenham.co.uk/_files/ugd/5cd011_1dcc43998f9c45dcb082a9172f9b4156.pdf?index=true  
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Celebrating the Work on the Land 
 

 
 
 
In any agricultural community, Harvest Festival was always a big event, but there were 
others. The first agricultural contests we know of (through newspaper reports) were in 
1848. There was also a very active Foresters Association in Lenham. They were based in the 
building which is today the Working Men’s Club in the High Street.  They  held regular 
events. The leaflet is from 1913. It makes us wonder how many of the young men who took 

part joined the war and never returned to work the fields. Land Army2 
 
 

As so many men were at war,  98.000  
extra women from the Women’s Land 
Army worked on the farms.  They 
were stationed at Swadelands. The 
Girls in Lenham came mostly from the 
North of England. Some married local 
lads.  
 
 
   

 

 
2 Thank you to the Allan Family for sharing their photographs 
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WAR HORSE      
More than 170.000 farmers fought in WWI and half a million farm horses were requested 
by the War Office. When German U-Boats cut off trade routes, agriculture became of 
utmost importance 

 A haystack larger  
than a house. Thomas Clark Maylam ( born in  New Shelve in 1875) ran an Agricultural 
Merchant Business from Lenham Forstal. He exported hay for the war horses on  the 
continent. There were 1 million horses employed in WWI. 
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New Tractors 
In 1917 there was a huge ‘Ploughing Up’ campaign which resulted in an extra 2.5 million 
acres under the plough.  
The government initially bought  400 British Sanderson Tractors, and, by 1918 there were 
6,000 tractors in operation. 
The war effort expected from farmers was similar in WWII. Farmers could get grants for the 
ploughing up of grass in 1939. 
 
 
 

A King’s Certificate after WWII 
Andrew Barr’s father from East Lenham was on the War Agricultural Committee and had to 
walk the fields of several local parishes and tell the farmers which extra fields would have to 
be ploughed up for the war effort. It was an unpopular task. For the individual farmer 
(including East Lenham Farm) this meant more land to be worked by fewer people.  It was 
not an easy task for anybody but necessary. After the war ,Andrew Barr’s father received a 
certificate of gratitude from the King for his work. 
 

After the War 
 
In Lenham village, it was not too unusual in the sixties to come across a scene like this: 
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There were several  mixed farms3 then, which also reared cattle 
Boorman     
Jack Hilder (Tanyard Farm) 
Boyd, 
Goodwins ( West Street)  
Barr  
Boyd-Howell (Maitlands) 
Cannon  (Warren Street)  
Underdowns  (Water Ditch Road)   
Davies ( Old Shelve) 

 
 
 
 
Dedicated Work on East Lenham Farm 

 Andrew Bar’s grandfather 
had taken over a run-down 
farm in 1900. It took him 
and his son 66 years,  two 
generations of farmers , to 
turn things round . In 1966 
they received the accolade 
'Best kept farm in Kent’.   
Much in farming is long-
term investment: the 
building up of a herd, 
improving the soil and 
investing in farm 
machinery. 

The photo shows George Checksfield driving the combine and Roger Bunce enjoying the ride 

 
 

 
3 Farms in Lenham Heath and Liverton  are missing. If you know of a farm which should be on this list, please 
let us know. 
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Mountains……. Agriculture in the 
European Union was very successful 
and, when Britain joined the Common 
Market in 1973 , the mountains of 
butter and cereal which were already 
surplus to requirement grew even 
bigger. 
Farmers  still got paid, but all knew 
that this was notsustainable. 
In the European Union, farmers 
received payment in relation to the 
acreage they were farming. Good for 
larger farms but smaller farms 
struggled. 
As small farms gave up farming, the 
larger farms, the survivors,  bought 
their fields and the mountains grew 
and grew…  

 
 
 
Farming successes 

 Much in farming is 
long-term but,  on 
the other hand,  
farmers have been 
required to adjust to 
new market 
developments and 
new legislation in a 
matter of a couple of 
years. 
For most farmers 
farming was all about 
being able to adjust 
to new 

circumstances. 
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Examples from around Lenham are: 
 
Farm diversification. Farmers were asked to do something other than farming in the 
eighties. Andrew and Catherine Barr opened a B&B , which they ran for 10 years. Blue 
House Farm in Warren Street had a farm shop and ‘pick your own’ for some years. 
Later they converted some of their outbuildings into holiday lets.   
One undoubtedly positive move of the European Union was to raise  awareness of 
environmental matters,  for example: 

• Farmers have been required to reduce the nitrate fertilizers they put on the 
fields in order to save the Stour from eutrophication. 

• They were paid to plant new hedgerows in 
• They were paid for various stewardship schemes.  
• They were paid to leave a wildlife margin around their fields, which seems to 

have made a difference to skylarks and other ground-nesting birds. 
 
 
 

Farming successes  

One highlight in Andrew Barr’s  farming life was when he bought Chapel Farm and Home 
Farm after the previous owners had stopped farming.  
One of his major passions in farming is sheep, and winning Champion Ram for Romneys , 
and Best Romney flock several times was for a great honour. 
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The photo shows  shearing in the Sixties. Ernie Ifield and Stan Smith shearing with Andrew’s 
father looking on (he 
used to shear in his 
younger days) and 
Andrew’s  sister Enid. 
The engine was a 
water- cooled Lister 
engine, which could be 
taken anywhere.  
Stan was one of the 
great farming 
characters. He lived 
with his sister –in-law in 
what was Pivington 
Farm on Hubbards Hill.  
 
 

 
The Future  
For Andrew Barr , the best feeling has generally always been when everything is planted in 
spring ,when there is some rain , and everything starts growing!So, we must hope that 
climate change doesn’t make that impossible. 
Two sons of the Barr family have an interest in farming and they have taken over the 
business. As we know from generations before us: the next generation will want to do 
things their way, in tune with different times and circumstances. The highly fertile fields 
around Lenham have been used for agriculture for at least three millennia. Unfortunately, if 
the Borough Council development plans come to fruition, the area to the South of both the 
A20 and the domestic railway line will be lost to farming. However, the pressure on the 
landscape for recreational use by a much larger  population will cause problems for farming.  
Many people are unaware that there were many large areas of woodland, which were 
removed in the quest for much needed food in the forties and fifties, on many of these 
fields. The chance of any  restorations will be lost for ever. There is however,  a new 
woodland planted on land south-east of Lenham on Lewsome Farm.  
The land to the North is in an AONB , so here farming will continue in a manner that is very 
similar to today. The trend to ever bigger farms will continue but there will be plenty of 
scope for specialist small producers to thrive as well. New agricultural policies are focusing 
on the living environment rather than just food production so this could well encourage, for 
example, more boundary hedgerows appearing, 
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The biggest challenge will undoubtedly be climate change, with unpredictable weather 
patterns with floods, late snow or drought. The hot summer of 2022 with two fields in 
Lenham catching fire is a terrifying omen of things to come.  
 
Food production is absolutely fundamental and the hope is that farmers, especially farmers 
in Lenham,  will get the support they need to keep on farming. 
 
 

 
 


